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 نموذج اسئلة وزاري لالختبار والتقييم
 الوحدة االولى

 

Republic of Iraq- Ministry of Education                 

Examination in English for Preparatory schools         

Unit One Only. 

Note: Answer all the Questions 

Q1) A – Read this text carefully. 

An important businessman went to see his doctor because he could not sleep at night. 

The doctor examined him carefully and then said to him, ' Your trouble is that you 
need to learn to relax. Have you got any hobbies?' The businessman thought for a few 

moments and then said, 'No, doctor, I haven't. I don't have any time for hobbies.' 
'Well,' the doctor answered, 'That is your main trouble, you see. You don't have time 
for anything except your work. You must find some hobbies and you must learn to 

relax with them, or you will be dead in less than five years. Why don't you learn to 
paint pictures?' ' All right, doctor,' the businessman said. 'I'll try that. Then next day he 

telephoned the doctor and said. 'That was a very good idea of yours, doctor. Thank 
you very much. I've already painted fifteen pictures since I saw you.'  
Answer the following. Choose 5 only: 

1. Why did the businessman go to his doctor?                                                     
2. What did the doctor advise him to do?                                                      

3. What would happen to the businessman if he didn't listen to the doctor's advice?                                                                                                                                     
4. The businessman had a lot of time for hobbies. ( True / False )                                                                           
5. the businessman painted 51 pictures.    ( True / False )                                                                                                                                             

6. Choose a suitable title.  a. The doctor's hobbies    b. Not able to sleep.                                                                        
Q1\ B. Answer or complete (10) of the following using the information from your 

textbook: 

1- Mustafa had to stand on a chair to _______ 
2- What happen if a person's blood sugar drops very low ? 

3- What did the shark do to Zaid ? 
4- When he was attacked by the shark, he was lying…………  
5- Why was Latifa proud of her son? 

6- Who rescued him by boat? 
7- The shark bit his arm.(true / false ) 

8- ………………. was waiting for Tariq on the shore and he was immediately 
taken to the hospital at Sharm El Sheikh. 

9- Why did Tariq scream? 

10- How did the paramedics know that Mustafa's mother was diabetic? 
11- Why was Mustafa's mother unconscious ? 

12- If a person's blood sugar drops very low , he will ……….. and could have died 
in a few hours. 

Q2\Grammar and Functions:  

A) Complete the sentences with (much – many – a few – a little – didn't use to – 

used to)                                  

1. Hurry up. There isn't ………….. time before the bus leaves.                                                                                      
2. Put your bag in the car. There's still ………….. space left.                                                                                         
3. We need …………… more oranges.                                                                                                                           

4. The headmaster had ……………. reports on the table.                                                                                              
5. She ………….. wear glasses, but now she has contact lenses.                                                                                        

6. We ……………. have security cameras, but now we have six of them. 
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 B)Combine the two sentences using between brackets : 

1. I was ice-skating . I fell over. (and ) 
2. Ali was having a shower . Somebody knocked at the front door. (while) 

3. My sister hid my purse under the bed .I was not looking. (as) 
4-I was reading. The light went out. (when)  
 

C)Complete the sentences using past simple tense: 

1- I was running and  ……………………. 

2-I wasn’t looking where I was going and  ………………….. .  
3- I was getting ready for school when  ………………………..  . 
4- My little brother was playing football when  ………………………..  . 

5- I was thinking about the answer when ……………………………... .  
6- While I was waiting for the bus, ……………………….. . 

 
D) Do as required:  (choose Ten only)   
1-She (wear) glasses, but now she has contact lenses. (use the correct form of – “used 

to”) 
2-I (think) about you and then you (ring) ( Put one verb in the past simple and one in 

the past continuous 
3-I like those shoes. Can I (try/on /them ). ( Put the verb and the object in the correct 
order) 

4-Can you lend me------ money ? - Sure. How ------- do you need?  (Complete the 
sentence with, many /much /a few / a little) 

5-She (not /talk) so much, but now she never (stop) . ( Use the correct form of (used 
to) present or past simple) 
6-I (clean) my room and I (find) £ 30 under my bed. ( Put one verb in the past 

continuous and one in the past simple). 
7-Smoking is terrible .You should (give / up / it). (Put the verb and the object in the 

correct order). 
8-How --------- time do you spend exercising? -------- hours every week . (Complete 
the sentence with (many / much/a few / a little) 

9-There (be) a house here . But they ( knock) it down two years ago . (Correct the 
form of used to, present or past simple). 

10-She (tell) us to be quiet as we (make) too much noise . ( Put one verb in the past 
simple and one in the past continuous). 
11-Stamp collecting is a nice hobby, when did you (it/ up / take) : ( Put the verb and 

the object in the correct order). 
12-He (have) his hair cut at the hair dresses , but now his wife (cut) it for him. ( Use 

the correct form of used to, present or past simple) 
 
E)Choose one of the two words between the brackets .  

1-We need a (little / few) more oranges. 
2-Put your case in the  car. There’s still a (little / few) space left. 

3-Hurry up .There isn’t (much /little /many /few ) time before the bus leaves.   
4-The picture was(beautiful / beautifully) painted.   
5-We were very ( frightened \ frightening ) when our car broke down in the desert. 

6-My lips are sore. ''sore'' is (noun , adjective , verb )  
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Q3 Vocabulary and Spelling: 

 A)Complete the sentences with the suitable word from the box. 

(bleeding , broken  , pain , sick , sprained,    dizzy, temperature , cream, bucket, ) 

   
1-He was …….  three times in the night . I think the food at the restaurant where he 
ate wasn’t very fresh.  

2-She cut her hand while she was chopping vegetables . It was a very deep cut and it 
was …………  a lot , she had to go to hospital and have it stitched.  

3-She can’t play tennis . She has …….. her right arm .  
4-Where exactly is the …….. and how long have you had it.  
5-I can't swallow .I have a sore  throat and a …………. of 39 degrees.  

6-The  skin on my legs is very dry so I have to put this ........... on every day.  
7- I need this ……….  because I think I'm going to be sick. 

8- I've got a bad wrist . I …………it lifting weights in the gym. 
 
 B/ Match the word and the phrase in List A with their meaning in List B  :   

(choose Five only) 

             LIST A                                                       LIST B                            

1-Surprised                       a-loss consciousness     
2-Pushing                         b- shaking  
3-Without success            c-paramedics 

4-Faint                             d-puzzled  
5-Woke up                       e- to no avail 

6- Medical helpers           f-regained consciousness   
 
 C/ Complete the following with correctly spelt words.        

1- Big , bigger ; funny , --------------            2- polite , impolite : popular , --------------- 
3- courage , courageous ; mercy , ----------- 4- correct , incorrect ; polite , ------- 

5- boy , boys ; church , ---------                    6- tall , taller ; good , --------------  
7- boy, boys ; knife, ……….                       8- think, thought ; hide ,………..                                                          
9- excite, exciting ; beauty ……                  10- f…nt , faint ; p..ls , ………             

11-Joints in the leg: 1…… 2……… 
Literature Focus 

Q4) Answer or complete the following.      Do 5 only                                                                        

A) Choose two:                                                                                                                                                                
1. What moral lesson does the writer to give in the Swing?                                                                                             

2. Do you find it easy to sympathize with the woman ? why?                                                                                          
3. Discuss how the visitor tried to convey his message?                                                                                                

B) Choose five:                                                                                                                                                                     

1. Sattar and Haleema ate ………….. before lunch.                                                                                                       
2. The woman forgot ………… when Canary came into her life.                                                                                   

3. The woman bought the Canary from ……………..                                                                                                     
4. Mohammed Khudhair is ……………….                                                                                                                         

5. In 1967 ………..                                                                                                                                                             
Q4/write 100 to 120 words on "Cigarette advertising should be illegal". 
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 الوحدة الثانية

Republic of Iraq- Ministry of Education                 
Examination in English for Preparatory schools          

 Unit Two Only. 
Note: Answer all the Questions 

Q1) A- Read the following story.   
   As Anna and Emily were on their way to visit some friends, their car broke down. 
Anna, like many people, knew nothing about cars. Luckily, there was a garage not far 

away from the spot and with the help of some people the car was brought there. Soon the 
mechanic came and  without noticing the engine he claimed that the matter was serious 

and they had to leave the car there for it needed a full day's work. The mechanic had 
certainly discovered that his visitors knew nothing about cars. Emily suggested that he 
should at least look at the engine for it might need some fitting. The mechanic opened 

the bonnet and again insisted that it was serious. Then he turned to his workshop waiting 
for their decision. It happened that Emily noticed a loose wire and asked Anna to put it 

in place. She did so and to their great pleasure, the engine started. The mechanic was 
astonished to find out that the car had disappeared when he came out later. 
Now answer (five) of the following questions: 

1. Was the mechanic honest ?                                                                                                                                              
2. Why was the mechanic surprised ?                                                                                                                            

3. What was the matter with the car ?                                                                                                                            
4. What did the mechanic claim ?                                                                                                                                   

5.What did Emily suggest to the mechanic ?                                                                                                                                                 
6. Give the passage a suitable title . 

Reading comprehension 

B) Answer or complete the following sentences.  
1. What is a radar detector?                                                                                                      

2. One of the duties of a police officer is to ………………………… 

3. Radar detectors are still one of the most common tools in law enforcement . (true or 
false) 

4. Speeding is one of the …………………………… . 
5. The officers direct traffic to make sure ……………………….  

6. The places that attract thieves are ………………………. 

7. How can witnesses help the police ? 

8. Fingerprints and footprints can help to …………………….. 
9. Radar speed guns can be maintained if they are ………………… 

10. What does the radar speed gun that can be used from moving cars take into 

account? 
11. Why can’t you avoid a ticket by speeding away? 

12. Radar speed gun was invented during( the Second World War , the First World War 

). 
Grammar and Function:                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Q2) A / Do as required.  Do 10 only.  
1. ( help you with your baggage ). (Offer. Use shall) 

2. My father asked someone to fix the computer. My father …………..  ( Use get ) 
3. You mustn't …………. ( drives ) without your seat belt on. (correct verb ) 
4. Keep your passport in a safe place. ( Give advice ) 

5. This is a new computer, so I think it is faster than the other one.(Re-write the 
sentence with               should or shouldn't )  
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6. empty your pockets. ( make polite request). 
7. get some magazines before boarding. (make suggestion) 

8. some money. (make an offer) 
9. Ask your teacher’s advice to buy the red bicycle or the blue one. 

10. wake up early . (show necessary). 
11.  Offer to type the letter for your friend. (use: will ) 
12. park in illegal area. It is not allowed .(Give advice use: avoid ) 

B) Choose the correct alternative:  Do 5 only                                                                             
1.  We left two hours early. We (should / shouldn't) miss the plane.                                                                                       

2.  You are driving fast. You (have to / needn't ) slow down. 
3.  The noise (made / had / got) him look outside. 
4.  My father( is getting / got / get ) the lock replaced today. 

5.  (Would you like , Shall I , I'll ) a cup of coffee? 
6.  You( mustn’t , must ) drive without your seat belts on. 

 C) Choose the best collection  

1. In the military, you can take a test to become an ( officer / official )                                                                                                                                   
2. You must be 18 years old to ( belong / join ) the military. 

3. Could I speak to / I want to talk to Mr. Hazem? 
4. Will/May I ask who is calling? 

5. This/That is Samir Esam. 
6. Just a moment /Just wait , please. 
 

D) Complete the sentences with a suitable word.                                                                                    

1. If you ………… a crime , the police will arrest you . 

2. You shouldn't keep keys on a ……….. by the window.  
3. Driver must …….. the speed limit. 
4. You mustn’t ………without your seat belts on. 

5.Your car mustn’t have …… lights. 
6.You can………. the bus , so you don’t have to take your car. 

7.When you ride a motorcycle , you must wear a ……….  . 
Vocabulary and Spelling :                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Q3) A / Complete the following sentences from the words in the box.                                            

 
 

 
1. There is nothing in the bag. It's ………………….. 
2.You must pay a …….. when you get a ticket. 

3.I can …….. software for this computer. 
4. Police caught a ………. who had stolen several wallets at the airport. 

5.The police spoke to a ………. who said she had seen him steal the items from the 
bag. 
6. The thief ………. the stolen property when the police found him. 

7. You shouldn’t leave ……….. in the car. 
8. Don’t leave your keys in the ……. . Somebody could take them and steal your car.                                                                             

9. Avoid parking in …….. area. It is not allowed . 
10.A robbery ………… last night at 11.00 p.m.                                                                                                                                                                             
B) Match the beginnings and endings of the sentences  

List A List B 

a. he should know how to use this software 1. She hast to 

b. so I should be able to talk to the visitors 2. If you send the letter today , 

Occurred, witness , install , valuables ,  empty ,  illegal, ignition , fine , pickpocket, 

disposed of, valuables  
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c. wear a uniform at her new job. 3. If he's used computers before, 

d. leave so soon. 4. We mustn’t forget  

e. to take our passports 5. I can speak English and Arabic 

f. she should get it by Monday.   6. I don’t have to  

 

 

 

C) Match the words with their definitions:  

List A List B 

a. a person who steals money from your pocket  1. arrest  

b. get information about a crime  2. supervise 

c. make sure it keeps working. 3. maintain  

d. be in charge of 4. civilian  

e. outside the military 5. pick pocket   

f. put someone in prison  6. investigate 

 

D)Complete the following.  

1-18 yrs. ,18 years ; comp,-------------           2-company , co. ; frequent--------------- 
3-injured,hurt ;property ,--------------            4-investigate,find out ; occurred -----------
--- 

5-speeding ticket; metal ---------------           6-security camera ; conveyor ------------ 
Literature Focus 

Q4) Answer or complete the following.      Do 5 only                                                                        
1. The swing is a story written by …………….. who was born and educated in 
………………. 

2. The swing is about a soldier Sattar ……………………. 
3 . In The Canary, the woman was very sad because ………………….. 

4. How did Sattar convey his message to the little girl? 
5. What was the canary to the woman? 
6. Where was Katherine Mansfield born? 

Writing 

 Q5) Ahmed wants to be a security guard. He is meeting the manager of a 

security company tomorrow morning at 9.00. it takes thirty minutes to go from 

his house to the security company. The manger sent him directions and a map. 

Write a letter to Ahmed of 100 to 120 words giving him advice on how to get the 

job. Use you should/ you shouldn’t in your letter at least five times . Write two   

paragraphs 

-paragraph 1:  advice on getting to the interview.  

-paragraph 2 :  advice on the interview , what to wear, what to say etc…..                                                                                                                              
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 الوحدة الثالثة

Republic of Iraq- Ministry of Education                 
Examination in English for Preparatory schools        

Unit Three only. 
Note: Answer all the Questions 

Q1) A- Read the following story.   
    Social networking sites become more and more popular every day, and they are 
popular all around the world. Now, the top site all over the world is the Facebook. In 

fact, Facebook is one of the most popular social networking sited in the world. Why is 
the social networking spreading so quickly? One reason is that because people are 

sociable. We like to communicate with other people; we make friends with  people 
in school, at work and online. Most people like to stay closely connected to their 
friends and family. We use call phones, email, messaging and websites to learn what 

our friends are doing. The internet is a good way to socialize and communicate and 
social websites allow people to do this in many ways. Social networking is 

interactive and personal. People can share photographs of themselves and of others. 
They can tell people what they are doing at any moment and keep in touch. They can 
join groups with others who share their interests. 

Answer the following. Choose 5 only:  

1. Skim the paragraph and tell what is it about?                                                                                                                                                            

2. Why is the Facebook spreading quickly?                                                                                                                            
3. How can people keep connected with their friends and family?                                                                                                                                          
4. The word sociable means……………………. (a.  like to use the internet     b. like 

to communicate)                                                                                
5. Why is social networking personal?                                                                                                                                   
6. Networking sites are all personal.   ( True  /  False)                                                                                                                      

Reading comprehension 
B) Answer or complete the following sentences.  

1.What is Samira Al Mahmoud ? 
2. She was born in Iraq but her parents  are both from Britain  (true or false ). 

3. Samira read about the subject of oil in order to…………………………….  
4. According to technical terms related to oil the word " the ground " means……….  

5. It is important to listen to the news and read newspaper to …………… 
6.Why was the course in conference interpreting very difficult ?  
7. What does „working freelance‟ mean? 

8.When does work become less stressful ?  
9.The most important quality for the interpreter ………………………… 

10. Why shouldn't an interpreter waste time thinking? 
11. Samira’s active language is ………….  
12.The way to train as interpreter is to first get ………… and then to ………..  

Grammar and Function:                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Q2) A / Do as required.  Do 10 only.  
1.Define a lawyer.(use : give advice to people about the law) 
2. If my father knew I drove so fast----------- . (Complete the conditional sentence)   

3. If Noor goes to the shop tomorrow. I won't have to go. --------------(Choose the 
sentence with the same meaning and name the type of conditional sentence – zero, 

first, second or third conditional)  
a- Noor will not go to the shop tomorrow, so I will have to go. 
 b- It’s possible Noor will go to the shop tomorrow. 
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4. If they didn't have duty – free shops at the airport ,People -------- (not be) very       
happy.(correct the verb) 

5- If you ------------------- (not renew) your passport last month, you wouldn't have 
been allowed to travel.(correct the verb) 

6- I asked her “Where did you lose your purse?”. Write the direct question as a 
reported question) 
8- Can you tell me more about your background? (Write the direct question as a 

reported question begin with: Latifa  asked her …..)     
9-Unfortunately , they didn’t train every day . That's why they lost the match . (Regret 

starting with: if only or I wish ......... ) 
10- exceeded the speed limit . (Regret starting with: if only or I wish ......... ) 
11- You were late for school today and got into serious trouble .(Show regret using if 

only) 
12- You are at the park with your friends . You would like to take some photos but 

you have      forgotten to bring your camera .  (Express regret) 
B) Choose the correct alternative:  Do 5 only                                                                             
1. If I open a student account , I would have to / will have to maintain a minimum 

balance .   
2. I wish I had/ hadn’t driven through a red light .  

3. If I have seen / had seen him yesterday , I would have told him your news .   
4. If we hadn’t gone / didn’t go swimming , we would have had time to go for a boat 
ride  

5. If I had / have a computer , we could search the Internet .   

6. I asked Saab how he starts/ started his business. 

 

D) Complete the sentences with your own ideas  . (five only) 

1. If didn’t know the word , ………………………..                                                                                     
2. If I do really well in the exam , ………………. 
3. I’ll be happy if ……………………. 

4. If we had looked at a map, ……………………. 
5. I my father won a million pounds , ………………... 

6. If I had one wish , ………………………… 
 

 

Vocabulary and Spelling :                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Q3) A / Complete the following sentences from the words in the box.                                            

 
 
 

 
1. My sister is a ………….. . She takes tourists sightseeing in London every day .   

2. Have you read the article about dhows in this magazine ? It's by aunt , who is a 
……….. . 
3. If you answer yes to any of the questions below , please give………….. 

4. Do you have a ………….condition ?   
5. I'm hungry. Let's have lunch in the college ………...  

6. You'll really enjoy studying there. All the …………..are really friendly and helpful  
. 
7. Please fill in this form. Write your name here and all the other………. underneath.  

8. What's your………….? Is it Mrs., Miss or Dr?  

, diploma , qualifications ,  title , journalist , details , medical, canteen , staff    details 

, tour guide 
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9. I can't get that job because I don't have the right………………….  
10. She gets ………..in English language. 

B) Match the beginnings and endings of the sentences  

List A List B 

a. the eye test 
1. I might have become an engineer if I hadn’t 
been 

b. unless you keep it in the fridge 2. If you send the letter today , 

c. you have to pay extra . 3. If the traffic isn’t too heavy, 

d. scared of heights 4. Food goes bad 

e. I'll be at the airport at 12:30 
5. I would have trained as a pilot if I had   
passed 

f. she should get it by Monday.   6. If the cases are too heavy 

 

 

C) Match the words with their meanings:  

List A List B 

a. don't have confidence with someone 1. plumber  

b. out of a job 2. distrust 

c. annual. 3. headphones 

d. in demand 4. wanted and needed 

e. fixes and installs pipes for water. 5. yearly 

f. things you put over your ears to listen privately 6. unemployed 

 

D)Complete the following.  
1.like, dislike ;trust ,…………                           2.please , displease ; encourage 

,……….. 
3.appear , disappear ; connect , ………        4.agree , disagree ; approve , ……… 

 

Literature Focus 

Q4) Answer or complete the following.      Do 5 only                                                                        

1. Sattar came to his friend's house to ……….                                                                                                                  
2. Sattar and Haleema ate ………… before lunch. 

3. Could the woman in the Canary have another bird?                                                                                                          
4. Mohammed Khudhair's short stories are translated into English,…….. and …… 

5. The nail to the right of the front door brought back the sweet memories of the bird 

to the woman. (True \ False) 
6. What is Mohammed Khudhair? 

 

Writing 

 Q5) Write 100 to 120 words on'' The advantages of studying English in Britain'' 
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 الوحدة الرابعة

Republic of Iraq- Ministry of Education                 
Examination in English for Preparatory schools         

Unit Four only. 
Note: Answer all the Questions 

Q1) A:Read the following story.   
When I realized it was too dark for me to read easily . I put the book down and got up 
to turn on a light . I heard someone crying , '' Help ! Help '' . It seemed to come from 

the trees at the other end of the yard . I heard the cry again . I decided to go out and 
have a look  in the yard . I lit a flashlight and went out into the yard .Once again I 

heard the cry . I searched all over that end of the yard including the  branches of the 
trees . There was no sign of anybody or anything . I went back into the house . I had 
just sat down to read my book again when I was startled  by the cry '' Help ! Help '' . 

This time from right behind me . I dropped my book and jumped up . There was a 
large green and red bird . It was my neighbour’s parrot .   

 Answer the following questions  .                                                                                                         
1- The writer heard the cry '' Help ! Help '' for …… times . a – three    b – four     c –       
five  2- The writer turned the light on because ………… .   

    a – It was too dark        b – he heard the cry      c – he decided to go out  
3- In the second line , the pronoun ''  It ''  refers to …………  . 

4- In line 3 , the word ''  lit ''   means ……  .   a – got up     b – put down   c – turned on   
5- Lastly the writer discovered that ………… was the source of the cry  . 
 

B: Read the following passage carefully : 

Our summer vacation lasts three months. During the last week of vacation, we get 
ready for school. We buy pencils , pens, book covers, notebooks and notebook paper 

.On the first day of school, we see all our old friends again and we talk about our 
summer experiences. After that we go to class. It is so hard to keep quiet and pay 

attention. Our teacher always says with a laugh, "You forget more in three months than 
you learn in a year!" 
Now answer the following questions : 

1.How long does your summer vacation last? 
2.What does your teacher always say? 

3.When do you prepare for school? 
4.When do you see all your old friends again? 
5.Is it so difficult to keep quiet and pay attention? 

 
C:Answer or complete (five) of the following using the information from your 

textbook:  

1-Who rescued Tariq? How? 
2-Mustafa's mother suffered from………………….. . 

3-The paramedics knew that Mustafa's mother was diabetic when they spotted………….. 
4-Why do the police officers need to look for evidence, like footprints and fingerprints? 

5-The radar speed gun that used from moving car takes into account …………… . 
6-How did Samira prepare for the conference? 
 

Grammar and Function:                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Q2) Do as required.  Do 5 only.  
1-A thief (take) our clothes while we (swim). (Put one verb in the past continuous and 
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one in the past simple) 
2-This book is very (bored / boring). I fall asleep whenever I try to read it.  Choose 

the correct adjective. 
3-Smoking is terrible . You should /give up / it. (Put in the correct order) 

4-Can you lend me a ( much/ many /few/ little ) money ? I have left my purse at 
home.  
5-He (like) going out , but now he always(want) to stay at home. (Use the correct 

form of ''used to" 
and present simple or past simple) 

6-get some magazines before boarding. (Make suggestion) 
7-This is a new computer, so I think it is faster than the other one. (Expectation) 
8-The wind (made /got ) the leaves fall. (Choose the correct choose) 

9-She would look much nicer if she ………(wear) contact lenses instead of glasses. 
(Correct the verb) 

10-Unfortunately, you were rude to your brother. Now he won't give us a lift to the 
cinema. 
(Regret: use ''if only '') 

12-''How long have you been waiting for Faisal?'' I asked Layla………….. (Reported 
question as a reported question) 

 

Q3 Vocabulary and Spelling: 

A)  Complete the sentences with a word from the list below. 

(secretary , set up, look forward to , course , application , signed , chef , qualities 

, considerable ) 

1-You must send your ------------------- to the school by 10 May if you want to start in 
July. 
2- She and her brother , Rashid , ----------- the company last September .    

3- They ----------- important new contacts there and sold a lot of shirts to influential 
people .  

4- If you want to have a successful restaurant , you must employ a good ----------------
-  . 
5- To be a good ------------- , you need good computer skills. 

6-I ------------------ hearing from you . 
7-I have ………. experience of sales.  

8-I have done a one-year foundation --------------- in Business studies.  
9-I feel I have the personal  -----------------that you are looking for. 
 

B) Match the word and the phrase in List A with their meaning in List B  :   

(choose Five only) 

             LIST A                                                       LIST B                            

1-vacancy                                          a- fractured 
2-equivalent                                      b- the same as or similar to 

3-a competitive salary                       c- this means that you really want to succeed   
4-considerable                                   d- the company has a space for a new employee 

5-ambitious                                        e-a lot(of) 
6-broken                                             f- a good salary , compared with other 
employers. 

 

 C)Complete each words with the right ending. 

(ness , ate ,age ,ient  ,ure , fy) 
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1-fract------- 
2-ineffic----- 

3-unfortun----- 
4- wit------ 

5-identi------- 
6-discour------ 
D) Match the beginnings and endings of the sentences: 

List A List B 

a. you must do a lot exercise . 1. When you are in a meeting , 

b. you need good computer skills. 2. If you work for an airline, 

c. you must employ a good chef 3. If you want to be successful in business ,  

d. you have to be ambitious . 
4. If you want to have a successful 
restaurant ,  

e. you should turn your mobile off. 5. To be a good secretary ,  

f. you don’t have to pay for plane tickets. 6. If you want to be healthy ,  

 

Literature Focus 

Q4) Answer or complete the following.      Do 5 only 
1. What does ''The Swing'' tell about?                                                                                                                            
2. The nail to the right of the front door brought back the sweet memories of the bird 
to Missus.  ( True / False ) 
3. '' The Swing '' stresses that was …………….                                                                                                                     
4. When Missus said ''when I found him lying on his back with his eyes dim.'' She 
meant he was ………… 

5. The two main characters in ''The Swing'' are …………..….. and ……………….                                                                                                            
6. People have the idea birds are heartless and cold little creatures.   ( True / False ) 

 

 Writing                                                                      

Q5) Write an e-mail of 100 to 120 words about’ a really bad day out where 

everything went’ 
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 الوحدة الخامسة

Republic of Iraq- Ministry of Education                 
Examination in English for Preparatory schools         

Unit Five Only. 
Note: Answer all the Questions 
Q1) A- Read the following story.   

A man who had broken his right leg was taken to a hospital a few weeks before 
Christmas. He was afraid of spending a Christmas in hospital. Though the doctor did 

his best, the patient recovery was slow. On Christmas day the man still has his right leg 
in plaster. He spent a miserable day in bed thinking of all the fun was missing. The 
following day, however the doctor comforted him by telling him that his chance of 

being able to leave hospital in time for new year's celebrations were good. When the 
man left the hospital he was excited and sure enough on New year's Eve he was able to 

walk with the help of stick to a party. The man  enjoyed himself completely and kept 
telling everybody how much he hated hospitals. He was still saying something about 
hospital at the end of the party when he slipped on a piece of ice and broke his left leg. 

Now answer ( five ) of the following:  
1. What hope did the doctor give the patient?                                                                                                

2. How was the patient day in a hospital?                                                                                                                
3. When was the man taken to the hospital?                                                                                            
4. How did the man break his left leg?                                                                                                                 

5. Choose a suitable title for the passage ?                                                                                               
6. What was the patient afraid of?                                                                                                                            

Reading comprehension 
B) Answer or complete the following sentences.  

1. What would happen if people do not take enough breaks and holidays? 
2. What can high blood pressure cause ? 

3. How can we make our holidays vital? 

4. Why do the brain and the body need a break ? 

5. Holiday time can give us the opportunity to ……. about people who are close to us. 
6. Our families and friends feel that we care about them when we …………. 

7. Workaholics are those people who …………….  

8. Workaholics always discover too early that there is more to life than work . ( Correct)  

9. Holidays are important for everyone , not just the businessman . ( True / False)  
10.It is necessary to go to another country to have a good holiday . ( True / False)  

Grammar and Function:                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Q2) A / Do as required.  Do 10 only.  
1. Fadia didn't speak to me since her sister's wedding. (Re-write the sentence 

correctly) 
2. I'm writing a poem. I started on Tuesday. ( Present perfect continuous use since 
/for) 

3.The book was missing. It has the information I wanted. (Combine these sentences 
with a relative clause). 

4.Does Samir know about the meeting? - I'm sorry, I --------. (Complete the response 
using: just, already or yet and the present perfect form of an appropriate verb) 

5.Layla's in the kitchen, she ( a. has been cooking / b. cooked / c. cooks) for three 
hours now . 
6. I  (  a. didn't go / b. haven’t been / c. haven't gone ) to China yet, but I would like to 

one day. 
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7. Last week I …. (meet) an old friend from primary school and he …. (not change( 
8- I spoke to a lady on the phone .She told me to call back later . (Combine these 

sentences with a relative clause) . 
9. Would you like a cup of coffee? No, thanks ………….one . (Complete the response 

using (just/already/yet and the present perfect form or an appropriate verb). 
10-They are playing football. They started twenty minutes ago.(Present perfect 

continuous use since/for). 
11.How many letters (a- did you write      b- have you written      c- are you writing) 
so far today? 

12.I can't find my glasses, I  (  a-have been looking     b- have looked         c- looked ) 
for them all day  long but I haven't found them yet. 

13.His car has broken down. He bought it last month. (Combine these sentences with 
a relative clause) 

14. Look at that notice board. There is an advert for English courses .I know. I ------ 
(Complete the response using: just, already or yet and the present perfect form of an 
appropriate verb) 

15.She's writing letters. She started at two o'clock. ( Write the sentence in the present 
perfect continuous with since /for) 

16.The Al-Badri family isn't here at the moment. They ------on holiday.(Complete 
with the present perfect simple using been or gone) 

B) Choose the correct alternative:   
1.She's been talking on the phone ….. the last twenty minutes. 
        a) since    b) for    c) with 

2. I haven't seen a good film ……. last January. 
        a) since    b) for    c) from 

3.When we got to the cinema, the film …… started. 
        a) already   b) had   c) has 
4. How many letters ……… so far today. 

        a) did you write       b) have you been writing     c) have you written 
5. Babylon City, …….. people like to go sightseeing, is a beautiful place. 

         a)' which    b) that    c) where 
6. I ……….. to China yet, but I would like to one day. 
         a) didn't go       b) haven't been     c) haven't gone 

7. A thief got into their house because they ………. the door properly. 
         a) haven't locked     b) haven't been locking     c) hadn't locked 

8. Souhaib, ……. brother lives in California, is planning a trip to the USA soon.  
         a) which    b) whose    c) who's 
9. ………… spent the whole night awake looking at the stars? 

          a) Have you ever      b) Did you ever     c) Had you ever 
10. I’m  in a really good mood because ………….. my exams. 

          a) I’ve just finished     b) I’ve just been finishing   c) I was just finishing   

Vocabulary and Spelling :                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Q3) A / Complete the following sentences from the words in the box.                                            

 
 

 
1. When the plane takes off, you have to fasten your……..  
2. To cross the river we had to …….a ferry.  

3. The ferry …….throughout the year.  
5. The holiday completely lived up to my ………...  

operates, enjoyed , board , octopus , dreadful,  tourist, expectations, businessman , 

honestly, seat belt, hospitality  
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6. I can ………. say that it was the best holiday I ever had.  
7. We thoroughly …….all the entertainment. 

8.The fishermen catch ……… in clay pots.  
9. Holidays are important for everyone , not just the ………..  

10.The weather was………...   
11. Arabs are famous for their……….  
12. Kerkennah is an ideal place for ……..who want a quiet. 

  
B) Match the beginnings and endings of the sentences  

List A List B 

a. because our room hadn't been cleaned. 1. Have you ever stayed 

b. because it had changed so much. 2. We complained to the manager 

c. because  we had left our driving licenses behind. 3. I couldn't recognize the place 

d. in a really unusual hotels ? 4. Have you ever flown in a 

e. helicopter ?   5. We couldn't hire a car 

f. a beach ? 6. Have you ever camped on 

 

 

C) Match the words with their definitions:  

List A List B 

a. a boat that transports people and goods 1. ski resort   

b. extremely comfortable .                                                                       2. specialty    

c. something which is wonderful to look at .                                           3. luxurious  

d. something special to a locality .                                                          4. ferry  

e. You can have a winter holiday here .                                                         5. spectacular 

f. A luxurious place to stay .                                                                             6. five-star hotel 

 

D)Complete the following.  
1. wonder, wonderful ; excite, ………….      

2. luxury, luxurious ; colour, ………. 
3. attract, attractive ; spectacle, ………… 

4. peace, peaceful ,  delight , ……… 
5. be , been ; buy, ……… 
6. do , done ; find , ……… 

7. go , gone ; leave, …….. 
8. meet , met ; see, ……… 

9. (for , since ) three weeks. 
10. (for , since ) last January 
E) Choose the best collocations.  

1- When the plane takes off, you have to (fasten / attach) your seat belt.  
2- To cross the river we had to( sail / board) a ferry.  

3- The ferry (works / operates) throughout the year.  
4- The holiday completely lived up to my (wishes/ expectations) .  
5- I can( honestly / absolutely) say that it was the best holiday I ever had.  

6- We( considerably / thoroughly) enjoyed all the entertainment.  

Literature Focus 

Q4) Answer or complete the following.      Do 5 only                                                                        
1. The swing is a story written by …………….. who was born and educated in 

………………. 
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2. The swing is about a soldier Sattar ……………………. 
3 . In The Canary, the woman was very sad because ………………….. 

4. How did Sattar convey his message to the little girl? 

5. What was the canary to the woman? 

6. Where was Katherine Mansfield born? 

Writing 

 Q5) Write a short article for a travel magazine of 100 to 120 words on  

(A Wonderful Holiday) 
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سةدالوحدة السا  

Republic of Iraq- Ministry of Education                 
Examination in English for Preparatory schools         

Unit Six Only. 
Note: Answer all the Questions 

Q1) A- Read the following story.   
    We usually go to the laboratory curing chemistry lessons. There we do experiments. 
Yesterday the teacher poured some acid into one glass.  Then we poured some water 

into the other glass Now look at me" The teacher said to us.  " Put the acid into the 
water. But don't put the water into the acid. It's very dangerous to do that". The teacher 

looked at us. Then he said "Ameen come here and it. Here are the two. Glasses" 
Ameen was not listening to the teacher. He was looking through the window. When 
the teacher called him, he went to the table. He held the two glasses. He did not know 

what to do. At last he put the water into the acid I " stop I stop Don't do that. It's 
dangerous, "shouted the teacher. But it was too late. Soon there was a lot of smoke 

coming out of the acid. All of us left laboratory and went back out our class. 
Now answer (five) of the following Questions: 

1.Where do we go during chemistry le lessons?        
2.What did the teacher ask us to pour?                                        
3. Did Ameen understand the experiment?                 

4.Did Ameen make a mistake?                                                  
5.What did Ameen pour?                                              

6. What came out of the acid? 

Reading comprehension 
B) Answer or complete the following sentences.  

1. One of the banker's skills is to be good at Maths . (True or False)  

2.The writer has been a banker for twenty years. (True or False )   

3.The ……….. makes the job of a banker particularly  interesting.   
4. People need loans  for special projects such as buying a car or a house .  

5.What is the difficult part of the banker’s job? 

6. Financially- minded people who follow the markets invest in stocks and 
shares.(True/False)  

7. Saving accounts benefit people who don't need to access the money.(True/False)  

8. 3. Why is investing in stocks and shares a risky business? 
9.If you buy property , you may get ……. when you sell it.  

10 When we start work, we are encouraged to put money in to a …….. to use it when we 

are retired.   
Grammar and Function:                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Q2) A / Do as required.  Do 10 only.  
1.People use these coins in Egypt. (Egypt are in used coins These) (Unscramble the    

words to make a passive sentence) 
2. The cheque (      a- is signed        b- signed        c-was signed ) two days ago. 

3.Somebody took my wallet last week . (wallet/week/was/My/last/taken) 
(Unscrambled the words to make a passive sentence)  
4.Somebody robbed the bank yesterday. (was The yesterday bank robbed). 

(Unscramble the words to make a passive sentence) 
5.My bedroom ( a. is painting / b. is being painted / c. was being painted ) so, I' m 

sleeping in the living room. 
6. Somebody left these books in the classroom . (make passive sentence)    
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7. Somebody teaches History every day .  (change into passive)  
8. Somebody is cleaning the room right now . (change into passive)    

9. Somebody will grade our homework over the weekend . (change into passive)     
10. Somebody was opening the gates when we arrived . (change into passive) 

11. by The down the previous owner were trees cut .( Put the words in the correct 
order to make passive sentence) 
12. The machine ----------------- ( repair ) at the moment . (correct the passive verb )    

Vocabulary and Spelling :                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Q3) A / Complete the following sentences from the words in the box.                                            

 
 
 

1.Cheque books are not ………with a saving account.                   
2. I'm afraid your card is no longer valid . It ………a week ago . ة 

3. There must be a mistake . I didn’t make this ……..last week . 
4. How many ………do you have to make to pay back your loan .    
5. My father lent me the money to put a ……….on a new car .  

6. If you have Internet access you can bank……….. .  
7. A ……..account comes with a cheque book .  

8. The value of an ……..can go down as well as up .   
9. If you don’t have enough money to buy something , you can ask the bank for a……..  
10.When I buy a car , I'll be the …….of this car .   

11.I ………..5 million Iraqi dinars this morning .     
12. If you ……..a minimum balance , you don’t have to pay a fee .  

B) Match the beginnings and endings of the sentences  

List A List B 

a. you have to pay extra . 1. I am writing to inquire                                          

b. I'll be at the airport at 12:30. 2. If I had the time and the money,                         

c. I’d come with you . 3. Could you please let me know                              

d. when I will receive my card ?. 4. If the cases are too heavy,                                    

e. I would receive it within a week . 5. If the traffic isn’t too heavy,                                 

f. about my ATM card .  6. I was told that                                                        

 

C) Match the words with their definitions:  

List A List B 

a. a person who steals money from your pocket  1. arrest  

b. get information about a crime  2. supervise 

c. make sure it keeps working. 3. maintain  

d. be in charge of 4. civilian  

e. outside the military 5. pick pocket   

f. put someone in prison  6. investigate 

 

D) Choose the best alternatives. 

1- My father (opened/made) an account for me when I was quite young .  

2-I (deposited/installed) 5 million Iraqi dinars this morning .     
3-Banks usually (pay/charge) a fee if you are overdrawn  

4- If you (stay/maintain )a minimum balance , you don’t have to pay a fee .    
5-I can( take / make) a withdrawal at an ATM at any time   
6- Some accounts( costs / pay )more interest than others . 

loan, down payment , investment , maintain,  withdrawal ,  expired  , instalments , 

deposited , owner, online, current ,  provided 
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E) Match the verbs and nouns to make collections    (choose Five only) 

(a minimum balance , interest, an account , a fee, withdrawal , 5 million Iraqi 

dinars ) 
1-open  
2-pay   

3-deposit  
4-make  

5-maintain  
6-charge  
Literature Focus 

Q4) Answer or complete the following.      Do 5 only                                                                        
1. " The canary " is a story written by ………………………                                                                                              

2. The woman described the canary as a perfect ……………………                                                                             
3. How did the story of the canary end?                                                                                                                                     

4. Mohammed Khudhair wrote a story about was although he had a crude ………….                                                                                                      
5. Sattar couldn't find any other way than to tell the child that her father ………………….                                                                                                                

6. The Swing is an invitation to ………………  
Writing                                                                                                         

Q5.)Write a letter to your bank to complain about a withdrawal shown on your 

statement that you didn’t make . Write 100 to 120 words: 
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 الوحدة السابعة

Republic of Iraq- Ministry of Education                 

Examination in English for Preparatory schools        

Unit Seven Only. 

Note: Answer all the Questions 

Q1) A- Read the following story.   

One day, Jane and her sister Sally were walking along a path by the river. 

It was a sunny morning and they were to have lunch at a restaurant near the 

river. There were some boats on the river. One of them was coming towards 

the two girls. There was a man in it. He looked too tired to control the boat. 

Suddenly the boat turned over and the man fell into the water. He tried to 
reach the river bank but he couldn't. " Help" he cried. At first the two girls 

didn't know what to do. There was nobody to offer help. Then, they decided 

to save the man. They jumped into the water. Jane pushed the boat away. 

Then Jane and Sally pulled the man to the bank. The man wasn't hurt, but he 

had swallowed a lot of water. 

Now answer (5) of the following questions: 
1. Where were the two girls walking?                                                     

2. Could the man reach the river bank?                                                     

3. Where did the man fall?                                                                                                                                     

4. The man couldn't control the boat because he was (a drunk \ tired)                                                                       

5. Who saved the man?                                                                                                                                         

6. Give a suitable title to the passage. 
Reading comprehension 
B) Answer or complete the following sentences.  

1. The writer found books about different careers in the library. (true or false) 

2. The writer decided to look for a new job because he failed in his work for the bank. (true 
or false ) 

3. In the library, the writer has learnt a lot about how important the ……. is in an interview 

and how to …………. 
4. The library has a range of information for people who are looking for the ……….. 

5. Why does the writer need to improve his English language? 
6. Why are new jobs appearing all the time? 

7. How is the daily selection of newspapers and magazines in a library useful? 

8. What does the whole section of books about different careers in a library describe? 

9.Did the writer enjoy his job in a bank?  
10Why did the writer go to the central library of Baghdad?  

11.What can the newspaper and magazines in the library help you? Why?  

12.Can someone look at interesting job sites on the internet?  

Grammar and Function:                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
Q2) A / Do as required.  Do 10 only.  

1.She is going to her computer course tomorrow. I found out she--- (Rewrite using the 
future in the past) 

2.He's going to be a librarian. He decided he … ( Re write using the future in the past) 
3.Hassan thinks he will enjoy a career in graphic design . Hassan thought --------, but 

now he's not sure ( Rewrite using the future in the past) 
4.If we don't hurry, we'll be late. The train ………..  
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(a) leaves at 11 .00.                               ( b) will leave at 11.00. 
5. I'm sorry I can't go with you. I .............  

(a) will go to the dentin's then.               (b)am going to the dentist's then.   
6. Your room is a mess. When ………..  

(a)are you going to clean it up?                      ( b) do you clean it up? 
7.Think of me tomorrow at 9.00. I ………...  

 (a)will be taking a really difficult exam.       ( b) will take a really difficult exam. 
8. She didn't pass the exam last time. I hope……....  

(a) she will be doing better this time.               (b) she will do better this time. 
9.Duna is going to volunteer / volunteers at the hospital when she has more time . 

10.Volunteer training will be beginning / begins on the first of the month. 
11.She is meeting / meets the director tomorrow morning . 

12. Books can be used  anywhere . Computers can't be used anywhere .(combine use: 
unlike) 
B) Choose the correct alternative:  Do 5 only                                                                             

1-Duna( is going to volunteer / volunteers) at the hospital when she has more time . 
2-Volunteer training( will be beginning / begins) on the first of the month. 

3-She( is meeting / meets) the director tomorrow morning . 
4-I think he (will like / will be liking) the work. 
5-She( learns / will be learning)  a lot of skills.  

 C) Combine the sentences using words between brackets: 

1. Books can be used  anywhere . Computers can't be used anywhere.(unlike) 

 
2. You can do more than just read information on the Internet . You can listen to the 
news as well .  ( In addition) 

3. Buying books can be expensive. Using the Internet can be cheaper .( but)  
4. Using the Internet is sometimes dangerous . You can't get a virus from reading a 

book .  ( although)  

Vocabulary and Spelling :                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Q3) A / Complete the following sentences from the words in the box.                                            

 
 

 
1. You can …….your computer skills by taking an evening class .  
2. You must send your……. to the school by 10 May if you want to start in July.   

3. Many scientists will be giving presentations at the…… on the environment.   
4. You can ……..for this class by completing a form online .  

5. On the first day , the students take a ……..test .  
6. The …….number of students is 10 . 
7. A qualification in English is…….. if you want to study in England . 

8. She's a ……student . She should qualify as a doctor in two years’ time .                                                           
9. Next year I plan to ……on a course to improve my English .     

10. If you are a manager , you have to ……..other employees .     
 
B) Match the beginnings and endings of the sentences  

List A List B 

a. she was going to get to bed early. 1. Next semester we 

b. will be studying Biology at school. 2. She studied English because 

c. saw that classes started in June. 3. She felt sleepy and decided, 

d. I thought I would be a pilot. 4. If you leave now, I think 

Enhance, application, conference , supervise, enroll , medical, maximum, placement, 

register, mandatory 
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e. saw that classes started in June. 5. When I was 10, 

f. you will get there on time. 6. When I read the catalogue, I 

 

 

C) Match the words with their definitions:  

List A List B 

a. get on a list of people                                  1. pay off  

b. a practical lesson                                        2. application 

c. a written request                                        3. register  

d. working quickly and well                          4. enhance  

e. make something better                                    5. efficient 

f. bring the right results 6. workshop 

 

D)Complete the following.  
1. enhance, enhancement ; enrol…….      

2. apply, application ; admit………….  
3. attend, attendance ; register………. 
4. internet (design , discipline , connection ) 

5. course (fees , skills , design ) 
6. self ( fees , discipline , skills ) 

Literature Focus 

Q4) Answer or complete the following.      Do 5 only                                                                        
1. The two main characters in "the swing" are ………. and ………                                                                                 

2. How does the story of "The Canary" end? 
3. What does the story "The swing "stress on?                                                                                                          

4. In "The Canary" the woman was happy to have the Canary because... 

5. In 1967 a war …………….                                                                                                            
6.Who is Mohammed Khudhair? 

Writing 

 Q5) Write a short article for a travel magazine of 100 to 120 words on 

""Studying while you are working is worth all the hard work"".                                                                                                                               
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 الوحدة الثامنة

Republic of Iraq- Ministry of Education                 
Examination in English for Preparatory schools        

Unit Eight only. 
Note: Answer all the Questions  

Q1) A- Read the following story.   
As Anna and Emily were on their way to visit some friends, their car broke down. Anna, 
like many people, knew nothing about cars. Luckily, there was a garage not far away 

from the spot and with the help of some people the car was brought there. Soon the 
mechanic came and  without noticing the engine he claimed that the matter was serious 

and they had to leave the car there for it needed a full day's work. The mechanic had 
certainly discovered that his visitors knew nothing about cars. Emily suggested that he 
should at least look at the engine for it might need some fitting. The mechanic opened 

the bonnet and again insisted that it was serious. Then he turned to his workshop waiting 
for their decision. It happened that Emily noticed a loose wire and asked Anna to put it 

in place. She did so and to their great pleasure, the engine started. The mechanic was 
astonished to find out that the car had disappeared when he came out later. 
Now answer (five) of the following questions: 

1. Was the mechanic honest ?                                                                                                                                              
2. Why was the mechanic surprised ?                                                                                                                            

3. What was the matter with the car ?                                                                                                                            
4. What did the mechanic claim ?                                                                                                                                   

5.What did Emily suggest to the mechanic ?                                                                                                                                                 
6. Give the passage a suitable title . 

Reading comprehension 

B) Answer or complete the following sentences.  
1. What is the most important aspect of wind power ?  

2. People think that wind turbines are ……………. and  ………... 

3. Why can the land under the turbines still be used for agriculture?  

4. Why will we always have to rely on additional sources of energy?  
5. Why do fishermen afraid of the wind turbines?  

6. In what ways has wind power been used for thousands of years?  

7.What are the advantages of wind power ? 

8.How is wind caused by?  
9.What are the disadvantages of wind power?  

10.What are the disadvantages of wind power near the coast?  

 
Grammar 

Q2) Do as required: 
1- As she (carry) the shopping from the car , my grandmother (slip) and (break) her 
ankle. ( Put one verb in the past simple and one in the past continuous) 

2- I can’t remember when I /took up / it . ( Put the verb and the object in the correct 
order) 

3- He ( like ) going out , but now he always ( want ) to stay at home. (Correct the 
form of used to, present or past simple). 
4-drive very fast.(show non necessity ) 

5- stay up so late. You have to get up early in the morning. (Give advice) 
6- The machine ----------------- ( repair ) at the moment . (correct the passive verb ) 

7- If I had enough money , I ----------( buy) a car. (correct the verb) 
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8- When did you lose your bag? ( Write the direct question as a reported question 
begin with: I asked her--) 

9- Unfortunately , I spend all my money at the weekend . That's why I can't buy 
those shoes . (Regret starting with: if only or I wish ......... ) 

10-The Al-Badri family isn't here at the moment. They ------on holiday.(Complete 
with the present perfect simple using been or gone) 
11- I'm writing a poem. I started on Tuesday. ( Present perfect continuous use since 

/for) 
12- He's going to be a librarian. He decided he …… ( Re write using the future in the 

past) 
 

Vocabulary and Spelling :                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Q3) A / Complete the following sentences from the words in the box.                                            
 

 
 
 

 
1- If ……… continues , many species of animal will disappear completely .   

2- Scientists are finding ways to …… damage to the environment .  
3-Wind is a …….. source of energy .     
4- We have to follow a lot of safety ……….at works 

5-We need to ………the trees that are cut down .    
6- We need to use the Earth's resources……….. . 

7- It is ……….that something is done about the destruction of the rainforests .   
8- Waste is often burnt or……… .   
9- Some people say that wind farms …….. the landscape . 

10- A ……….is the man who collects information about animals in their natural habitat.   
enforces laws for protecting them. 

11-the waste is ….. at home. 
12- The waste is ……. in different bags. 
13- The waste ……… by refuse lorry 

14- The waste …….. into different types 
15-The waste is …….. by special machines. 

16- People who live near wind farms ………. about the noise 

 

B) Match the beginnings and endings of the sentences  

List A List B 

a. have been built in Europe. 1. The land under the wind turbines 

b. can be used for agriculture. 2. Wind power 

d. is an expensive project. 3. Many wind turbines 

e. complain about the noise. 4. Building a wind turbine 

f. has been used for thousands of years 5. People who live near wind farms 

 
 

C) Match the words with their definitions:  

List A List B 

a. reducing the value of something   1. wisely                      

b. the remains of a building   2. bury 

buried  , collected, wisely   ,limit  ,   cleaned , park ranger ,   replace , placed ,  

renewable      deforestation  ,    spoil    ,   essential ,   regulation  ,sorted ,separated  

complain 
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c. an area that contains water for distribution. 3. crops  

d. working well and quickly. 4. devaluation  

e. to put something in the  ground and cover it      
with earth 

5. efficiently 

f. in a sensible manner.   6. ruins 

 

D) Choose the correct word that gives the correct meaning for the following 

prefixes and suffixes: 

1-anti (two , across , against )            2-bi  ( two , very small , undo ) 
2-en  (skill , made of , full of )           4-de ( remove , action , among ) 

E) Fill in the blanks with correctly spelt words: 

1. polite , impolite ; deep………..    2. bi, two ; anti ………. 

3. park , park ranger ; global ……  4. essential , extremely necessary ; wisely …… 

F) Complete the phrases with the words from the box .  

 (resource     ranger     renewable   turbine      gas       warming      landfill) 

1- park ……..  
2-………. energy source                                       

3- wind ……..  
4-natural ……..   
5-greenhouse ……   

6- global ………. 
 

Literature Focus 

Q4) Answer or complete the following.      Do 5 only                                                                        
1. Sattar described the child's father as (a. water  \ b. smoke). 
2. The woman was happy to have the canary because she lived (a. lonely \  b.  unlonely ) life. 

3 .The swing is considered as (a. comedic   \ b. tragic ) story . 
4. In "The Canary " people have the idea that birds are heartless and cold little creatures. 
 (a. true \ b. false) 
5. The visitor found it (a. difficult  \ b. easy) to convey the death of his friend. 
6. Mohammad Khudhair wrote (a. the canary \ b. the swing) 

Writing 

 Q5)write 100 to 120 words on " How people can improve the environment ". 
 

 


